
Can a government Minister do things
the elite dislike?

Both Priti Patel and Suella Braverman have sought to implement a popular
policy of ending people trafficking and the large flows of young men from
safe European countries into the UK. Both have encountered substantial
resistance from officials, the legal profession and the courts. We need to
ask why.

No one can doubt both women want to stop the dangerous trade No one can doubt
their energy and determination. Both had or have backing to legislate to make
clear the policy and ensure all the powers are in place for enforcement. It
is odd they need to as by definition illegal migrants are already breaking
the law and the authorities already have  enforcement powers.
Every time Ministers get people booked on a plane for removal because they
are criminals last minute  legal procedures intervene. The Home Office allows
a huge backlog of asylum claims to build up for people who have come from
France and often got to France from a country that posed no risk to them. Why
cannot they reach correct but quick decisions about these cases? It is not
fair on the migrant to keep them waiting for many months unable to work and
unsure if they can stay. It is certainly not fair on taxpayers who have to
pay ballooning hotel bills to keep them in idleness.

It is time the official machine accepted that ending dangerous journeys and
illegal economic migration is a worthy aim. The  politicians speak for the
majority as they should. They deserve support and help. They  are not as some
seem to think the problem. The new Home Secretary has promised legislation to
again clarify to officials and courts this trade has to stop. She will need
to make sure this time the law is watertight as so many seem to want to stop
the implementation of this popular policy.
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